Due to memory bandwidth limitations, chip multiprocessors (CMPs) adopting the convenient shared memory model for their main memory architecture scale poorly. On-chip core-to-core communication is a solution to this problem, that can lead to further performance increase for a number of multithreaded applications. Programmatically, the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSPs) paradigm provides a sound computational model for such an architecture with message based communication. In this paper we explore hardware support for CSP in the context of an embedded Java CMP. The hardware support for CSP are on-chip communication channels, implemented by a ring-based network-on-chip (NoC), to reduce the memory bandwidth pressure on the shared memory.
Introduction
Chip multiprocessors (CMPs) are gradually replacing single core processors in all kinds of systems, as technology can no longer keep pace with the requirements of today's applications in terms of performance and power consumption. Chip manufacturers are hopeful that more cores automatically means higher performance, as more threads can execute in parallel. Traditionally, the programming model for threads executing on single core is usually based on shared memory, which imposes relatively few problems on such architectures. Nevertheless, the shared memory model runs into problems as the number of cores increases, since memory bandwidth and cache coherence issues become limiting factors. Although considerable effort is spent on providing a cache-coherent view of shared memory, also with non-uniform memory access time (ccNUMA), we consider that (additional) message passing is the path to further multi-core performance increase. To overcome the shared memory issues and provide further performance increase as systems scale up, two important changes must be adopted: better core-to-core communication mechanisms, e.g., networks-on-chip (NoC), and suitable programming models, based on message passing, e.g., Communicating Sequential Processes (CSPs). Attempts to exploit thread-level parallelism through both architecture and programming model are not new, and had been tentatively investigated in the past, such as the Transputer/Occam approach [1, 2] . Nevertheless, at the time when Transputers were introduced, single core performance started to increase about 52% per year [3] . Conventional CPU designs were offering enough performance and therefore little incentive to rewrite code to expose parallelism, rendering the Transputer approach unsuccessful at the time.
Recently, as single cores cannot offer enough performance, Transputer-like architectures are again coming into focus in the form of massively parallel processing arrays (MPPAs). These are offering both a high degree of parallelism and a scalable communication structure [4] [5] [6] . Naturally, the computational models used for programming such architectures are Kahn process networks (KPNs [7] ) or communicating sequential processes (CSPs [8] ).
In this paper we present an approach for relaxing the memory bandwidth pressure in a embedded Java CMP [9] , by means of hardware communication channels and a CSP programming model for Java similar to [10] [11] [12] . The initial system, containing a shared memory, is augmented with a network-on-chip (NoC), intended to provide a direct way of exchanging data between processors. Shared memory is still used to store the code, as many of the Java classes must usually be available to the majority of tasks running on different cores. Furthermore, shared memory may be used and is the default mechanism for storing data and exchanging data between processors. The new addition is a ring network-on-chip, designed for predictability and minimal device utilization. The network is accessible from each core via custom routers that have an easy-to-use interface. Scratch-pad memories are employed to store network-passed data, in order to avoid the need to use shared memory, which would negate our initial intention. A specific application programming interface (API), in the form of Java classes, has been written to allow CSP-like programming to take advantage of underlaying architecture.
This paper is an extension of [13] . The current version contains a number of additions, improvements and updates. It introduces a novel multi-ring network architecture, where several rings may be connected through switches, in order to accommodate large networks, without the risk of excessive delays between selected nodes. We also describe experiments carried out on larger systems, of up to eight cores, on yet another FPGA platform (Altera DE2). Additionally, we give performance measurements for some more realistic applications, in addition to the simple inter-processor data transfer via shared memory and NoC. Finally, we rerun the experiments to use the latest version of hardware, core updates, and tools. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. Hardware support for CSP channels with a network-on-chip 2. A time-predictable network-on-chip 3. Java based API for CSP communications 4. Multi-ring architecture for larger systems
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes the driving requirements for our system. The hardware solution is described in detail in Section 4 while the software architecture is addressed in Section 5. Evaluation results of our design are presented in Section 6 and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Related work
The Communicating sequential processes (CSPs [8] ) model was first introduced by C.A.R. Hoare in 1978 and has since seen a few changes and many successful applications, influencing a number of related models of computation. At the basis of CSP are processes (fundamental behaviors) operating independently and interacting with each other only through events (messages). The ways these processes may be composed (sequential, parallel, alternative, etc.) and how they communicate with each other or the environment are precisely defined through algebraic operators. This formal basis made CSP appealing to a wide range of domains, including specification, modeling, verification and analysis of various complex systems (hardware, dependable and safety-critical systems, protocols, etc.).
Occam [14] as a programing and specification language and the Transputer [1, 2] designed to run Occam programs are among the most famous applications of CSP. A Transputer is a fairly conventional microprocessor, with some hardware support for the Occam/CSP model of concurrency that would reside on the same chip with its required RAM memory. A number of Occam processes could share the same Transputer using a microcoded scheduler and employ local channels (memory) to exchange messages. Several Transputers would form a Transputer system by connecting together via four serial links, which correspond to Occam channels, used to send data in one direction and receive an acknowledgement back. These design features were dictated by the cost of integrated circuits and the interconnect between them. The same concept is found in MPPAs, with variation in the complexity of the processors and the type of the interconnect [4] [5] [6] .
Ambric AM2045 [4] , for instance, contains 336 32-bit processors, organized in 5 Â 9 brics, and offers three levels of communication. Along with the intra-bric communication (level 1) including crossbars between the bric's four CPUs, there are also bric-to-bric channels (level 2) that map one-to-one to channels, as well as a global mesh interconnect (level 3) that can be shared by several channels. As in the Transputer, Ambric processors execute a single object (written in a subset of Java), and block whenever a channel send/receive cannot proceed. Ultimately, the intention is to achieve a high degree of parallelism at thread level and a scalable architecture.
From the architectural point of view, using networks on-chip (NoC) has become the answer to many of the scalability problems of shared memory [15, 16] . Hybrid approaches, that efficiently support both shared-memory and message-passing programming paradigms, have recently been revived to fit systems on-chip [17, 18] . The majority of NoC research focuses on mesh networks, due to their flexibility and regularity.
For instance, the Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC [18] ) is a recent experimental platform from Intel, comprising 24 tiles of two P54C cores, connected through a mesh network and capable of managing 16 GB of off-chip memory through four shared DDR ports. Core-to-core communication may occur either through the off-chip memory, or on-chip via message passing through the mesh network, that supports eight virtual channels. A similar approach is taken by Tilera's Tile64 processor [19] , which is a 8 Â 8 array of VLIW processors, connected through five independent mesh networks. Off-chip connections include four DDR ports, accessible to all cores. Both of these architectures are supported by C/C++ compilers and can run fully-fledged operating systems, such as Linux. Whereas the previous approaches avoid handling cache coherency issues and employ NoCs to directly exchange data between nodes, the newer TilePro64 architecture from Tilera as well as the work in [20] have dedicated mesh networks for supporting cache coherency.
In this paper, in contrast to the aforementioned work, we will adopt ring networks as on-chip interconnect, because of their predictability and simplicity required by our intended area of application, namely embedded real-time systems. In this sense, the communication infrastructure we adopt is perhaps most similar to the mesh network in [21] , yet less complex and therefore using fewer resources. Furthermore, our architecture supports direct Java bytecode execution, offering a Java virtual machine view to the programmer.
With the advent of Java as a programming environment and building upon the success of the CSP formalism, a number of Java libraries supporting the CSP semantics have been developed. Among these, Communicating Sequential Processes for Java (JCSP, [11] ) and Communicating Threads in Java (CTJ, [12] ) appear to be the most mature. JCSP and CTJ co-evolved and have many similarities, providing a full range of CSP constructs, with JCSP focusing on general concurrent programming and CTJ offering support for realtime systems [22] . In both approaches channels are supported on shared memory or by explicitly extending classes for embedded to communication hardware. JCSP does provide a networking package (JCSP.net), intended for communication between different JVMs, but this seems to have a rather high communication overhead in terms of number of threads and delay [23] . Our intention is to learn from all these approaches, instead of competing with them, and gather the best features for our system, as we detail next.
CSP for a Java CMP
The Java chip multiprocessor [24, 9] we focus our attention on is designed for embedded systems, contains a number of processors sharing a global memory, and is intended for FPGA platforms. The processors are Java processors, named JOP, which are an implementation of the Java virtual machine in hardware [25] . The main design constraint of JOP is time-predictable execution of Java bytecode. Therefore, it is an easy target for worst-case execution time analysis [26, 27] . We use a Java processor, as this is the only solution we are aware of, where WCET analysis for Java is possible.
JOP supports real-time multitasking, using a preemptive and strictly priority based scheduler. The real-time Java version that JOP supports is aiming towards the upcoming specification of safety-critical Java [28] . On a CMP system, threads are pinned to individual processor cores; threads do not migrate between cores. That means, that each core executes a preemptive, priority based scheduler.
To keep this CMP system time-predictable, the access to the shared main memory is controlled by a TDMA-based arbiter. The static schedule of the TDMA arbiter has been integrated into the low-level timing model of JOP in the WCET analysis tool WCA [26] , thus WCET analysis is possible even for a JOP-based CMP system. Fig. 1 shows a JOP CMP system with TDMA based access to the shared memory. Each processor core also contains local memories: M$ is a method cache for instruction caching, S$ is a stack cache for stack allocated data, and SPM stands for a scratchpad memory. These three local memories contain only thread local data and need no cache coherence protocol. JOP may also be configured with an object cache [29] , which supports cache coherent sharing of data. However, as we want to explore CSP based communication, we have disabled the object cache in our experiments. Nevertheless, the communication between threads is carried out through the shared memory. Naturally, for systems with more than two processors, the arbitration for shared memory accesses is increasing, and leads to a bottleneck in execution. In the evaluation we employ the scratchpad memory for local operations.
Our solution is to employ a dedicated communication structure between processors, along with fast local memories, and a CSP programming approach in order to relax the memory bandwidth pressure. A number of restrictions and limitations made us to adopt our own communication hardware and software solutions instead of using existing ones.
First, non-local CSP channels should map to dedicated hardware, as in Transputers, instead of shared memory as in JCSP and CTJ. These hardware links should be efficient, parallel rather than serial, and at the same time-shared between different CSP channels. The structure should be scalable and easily accommodate a larger number (tens) of processors, with minimal overhead due to limited resources available in embedded systems. Second, the software support should also be efficient, keeping the threads and context switches to a minimum. Furthermore, the processors uses Java, thus approaches that compile Java to native calls to specific kernels (i.e. [30] ) are not applicable. Also, using channels should be transparent, regardless of where the communication processes are located (same processor, different processors on the same chip or different chips). Third, maintaining the real-time characteristics of the system is an important aspect, calling for predictable hardware and software behavior.
Hardware support for CSP
It is possible to implement CSP channels via shared memory, but that would undermine our primary goal of relaxing the memory bandwidth pressure in our CMP system. Avoiding shared memory entirely; Transputers and MPPAs employ mainly point-to-point links to exchange data between neighbor processors, complemented by a global network. Typically in such architectures point-to-point links map one-to-one to CSP channels, thus links are exclusively used by single processes. This limits the mapping of processes to processors and may lead to underutilized hardware resources, making such approaches desirable mainly for streaming applications, with regular flow of data. For embedded systems with limited resources and lower requirements in performance, a balanced solution is possible.
A basic TDMA network
In our case, we decided to adopt a ring network-on-chip (NoC) that can accommodate several virtual CSP channels on a single physical connection, in a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) manner. This concept is similar to the proposed time-triggered NoC [31] , the AEthereal mesh NoC [21] , or the static scheduled real-time NoC [32] . Compared to the aforementioned approaches, we have further simplified the scheduling of packets. Each sender has preassigned a unique send slot, thus no scheduling tables are needed. While this pure TDMA approach is wasting link bandwidth, it results in a very simple router design. Therefore, the savings in chip area due to the simple router design, avoidance of buffers and flow control at the routers, may lead to a better bandwidth/cost tradeoff than trying to add best effort routing on top of a time-predictable NoC.
The network itself is composed of a ring of N registers for N nodes. An example of such a simple NoC for four JOP nodes is shown in Fig. 2 . The registers shift every clock cycle. 1 Every Nth clock cycle, the information repeats -unless modified by the nodes. Each node has allocated a single slot (clock) where it can send data to any of the other nodes. Note that when a processor does not use its slot, no other processor can use that slot, i.e. there is no dynamic bandwidth allocation. Each slot (phit in our case) carries its own identifier, the destination identifier, a type (NIL, DATA, EOD, Ack), and a load of one word. Slot identifiers are constant and cannot be overwritten, while the rest of the contents vary. Note that this is also the flit unit for our network. Packets can be composed of an unlimited number of flits, each flit being acknowledged on individual basis. Thus, there are never more than one flit en route from a source to a destination, and no re-ordering of flits or packets is needed. Messages, for our purpose may extend over several packets or be exactly one packet, containing one flit only. 2 As an example of how this setup works, suppose node P needs to send M words to node R. P will be able to send DATA flit every Nth clock, once its slot comes around. When P realizes that itself is the destination from slot P, R starts receiving information (paying attention only to P slots) until a special EOD -end of dataword is received. EOD type flits may contain data (in case M = 1). For every received word, R alters the content of slot P to an ACK. Notice that R can write in slot P, but only acknowledgement flits (ACK). When the ACK reaches back to P (P listens to P slots when sending data), P is ready to send the next word in the packet. If P detects that the flit is not an ACK, it simply lets it spin. If P detects an ACK to its last flit, it fills frame P with a NIL flit. Whenever a node has nothing to send, it fills its own slot with a NIL flit. If a receiving R detects an ACK flit in the P slot, it simply lets it spin. In fact, in all other situations than acknowledging a new flit, R leaves it go through unmodified.
Note that each node can use only its own slot to send data (DATA, EOD). Destination nodes use the source node slot to send the ACK. As the mapping of slots to nodes is one-to-one, and each flit needs an ACK, there is no need for sequence numbers.
A block diagram of a simple router implementing this protocol is depicted in Fig. 3 . Routers can handle the network communication independently, exchanging data with a JOP processor whenever needed, through a SimpCon interface [33] . If buffers are full/ empty in the destination/source, the flits spin around unmodified until buffer space/data becomes available.
Multiple clock domains and support for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling may be introduced by using asynchronous FIFOs in the router and synchronizers for the registers read/written through SimpConIF, similar to the approach in [31] . The actual ring would thus function in one clock domain, while all the nodes in their own clock domain.
More complex networks
The routers presented above were designed for simplicity and speed, to allow fast message exchange between processors, while at the same time being highly predictable. Taking into account only performance and scalability, ring networks are fare worse than mesh networks [34] . For N nodes, the diameter and bisection width in a 2D mesh are 2ð ffiffiffiffi N p À 1Þ and N, while in a uni-directional ring these are N À 1 and 1. Nevertheless, in a mesh, even with a number of virtual channels, packet latency is sensitive to cross traffic due to 1 Naturally always shifting the data in the ring consumes power. Some poweraware techniques we experimented with are: (a) using gray code node addresses, (b) avoiding shifting the load for non-data flits, (c) stalling the ring when no progress has been made for N clocks. The results and discussions related to these techniques are out of the scope of this paper. 2 To summarize, the ring network has a phit size of 32 + a + a + 2 bits (a being the address field size), a flit size of one phit, while packets and messages may be arbitrarily long. route contention [35] unless special measures are taken to control or even avoid contention [21] . The TDMA ring we adopt herein is less sensitive to such traffic, and therefore more predictable, thus suitable to the type of systems we target. In the worst case, when all nodes decide to send packets to the same destination, one node must wait for at most N À 2 packets to arrive at the destination, before sending its packet. Reducing the packet size decreases this worst-case latency.
Nevertheless, if network performance becomes a problem for a single ring, more complex configurations can be formed, either using several rings, if predictability remains an issue, or combining rings with a mesh or other structures. We present solutions that remain highly predictable in the following.
One possibility is for every JOP node to use two or more routers, in order to connect to several rings at the same time. For example, a multiple rings architecture similar to the CELL processor [36] would be possible (see Fig. 4 ). Another option is a 2D ring-mesh (similar to a Torus), as shown in Fig. 5 . Packet routing and switching between the different rings must be, in this case, handled in software. This results in more complex software in addition to the two routers per node cost in hardware.
To overcome the increase in complexity introduced by the multiple routers per node, we propose another network architecture, based on multiple rings interconnected through hardware switches. Furthermore, the rings may be of different size, and the node assignment such that the communication delay is minimized. This allows building hierarchical systems where local networks provide high bandwidth and short latency and the next level connects those local networks. An example of such a network is depicted in Fig. 6 , which contains two rings, A and B, connected through a hardware switch. The nodes are still using a single router, and are unaware of the fact that they are possibly located on different rings. The switch introduces its own slot in both rings; slots that play the roles of gateways from ring A to B and B to A respectively. The slot identifiers and node addresses are initialized in such a way that nodes on ring A will use the slot of the switch to receive data from (and acknowledgements to) B. When sending data from an A node, the switch picks up on the destination address being from B, and forwards this data in its own slot from the B ring. Additional simultaneous requests will continue to cycle the sending ring until the current send is acknowledged and the switch is able to handle the next pending request.
Unlike the local nodes' slots, the switch slots source address may change at runtime, according to which remote node is using the switch at that time. For example, in Fig. 6 , if node 1 sends a package to node 5, the slot corresponding to the switch in ring B will have its identifier set to 1. Likewise, if node 2 now sends a package to node 7, the same slot will change its identifier to 2. Nevertheless, the switch will always be identified through its 0 leftmost bit, which does not appear in the addresses of the local nodes. All of the local slots in ring B will always keep their identifiers as 4, 5, 6, and 7. The switch is built such that it allows each of the nodes from A, in a round robin fashion, extend their slots through B as well, allowing nodes from B to receive and acknowledge flits from A. The behavior is similar when sending flits from B to A. The switch implementation was kept simple, comprising two frame registers and a four states FSM for either of the A-to-B and Bto-A loops, as depicted in the block diagram from Fig. 7 .
The main advantage of a multi-ring network architecture is the ability of reducing the communication time between certain nodes at the expense of the communication time between other nodes. In particular, nodes that exchange large amounts of data should be placed on the same (preferably small) ring, allowing for occasional exchanges with remote nodes via switches. Another example of a multi-ring network is depicted in Fig. 8 , where three different rings of four nodes are connected via a fourth ring of switches only. Multiple clock domains would be more naturally introduced at the ring-switch level, where different rings would operate in their own clock domains, and the ring-switch takes care of the clock domain crossing.
Computing the communication latency in a multi-ring network is more complex than in a single ring, from several reasons, as follows. Packages circulate with different rates in different rings, depending on the number of nodes in each ring. For example, in Fig. 6 , the switch can send data in ring A every 3rd clock cycle, while in ring B only every 5th cycle. Another issue results from the switch being shared between all the nodes in a ring, and in the worst case a node may have to wait for all the other nodes to carry out their round through the switch. In this context, taking again Fig. 6 as example, if one A node (and no other) needs to send a package to a B node, the round trip (required for the acknowledgement) will take 2 Ã (N A + N B ) clock cycles in the worst case, where N A and N B are the number of nodes (slots) in each ring. 3 This accounts for the switch delay (one clock cycle in each direction) and the possibility that the package just missed its slot when switching rings (due to rate difference). For a single ring configuration of the same nodes, minus the switches, the delay would amount to N A + N B À 2. However this will be between any two nodes, while for the dual-ring network, the intra-network delays are only N A and N B respectively. 4 This speaks for the need of a proper partitioning of the functionality between nodes, such that tasks exchanging a lot of data often should be mapped to the nodes within the same ring. 3 This can be combined with the worst case scenario that each node in A may wish to send a package at the same time, leading to a worst case delay of N A Ã 2 Ã (N A + N B ) . 4 For rings operating in different clock domains this analysis would be even more complex, since it needs to account for additional synchronization overhead.
Core local private memory
To avoid traffic on the shared memory it is of utmost importance to use core local, on-chip memory. The common solution is caching. However, caches with their cache coherence protocol are also a scalability issue. A scalable solution is to use explicit local memories, called scratch-pad memories (SPMs). As the CSP based communication uses channels instead of cache coherent memory, the SPM fit very well to the hardware based CSP implementation. To avoid invalid sharing of objects allocated in core local memories the SPM is mapped to private memory, which is an instance of a RTSJ style scoped memory [37] . The private memory is used for buffers to receive and send channel messages and store the data for processing. In the current implementation the processor transfers the data between the NoC and the private memory. In a future implementation one might use an additional read/write port, which is available in modern FPGAs, to allow a DMA based transfer of the NoC data directly to the private memory.
Network software interface
A NoC router is connected to a JOP node through a SimpCon interface [33] , thus its registers are memory mapped. Communication with the router is achieved through four addresses that can be read or written. Read addresses have the following meaning: Write addresses have the following meaning:
00 RcvReset: Resets EoD and the receive FIFO, allowing new incoming messages to be received. 01 SndCntReg: Use to specify the number of words in the packet.
Clears the send FIFO. Sending starts automatically after this. 10 SndDestReg: Use to specify destination node address. Typically a reception can start at any time from any nonmasked source. Once the reception started, that source is followed until the EOD is received. The software has to keep reading data from the receive buffer until empty and the end of packet flag is set. No new receptions may start unless the end of packet flag is reset explicitly through software. To send a packet, the destination must be provided first, followed by the number of words in the packet and then the content of the packet. The software should monitor the send and receive buffer flags, to avoid attempts to write in a full send buffer or read from an empty receive buffer, both of which block until the operation can be carried out.
Software architecture
In hardware, sending a message between two nodes is acknowledged on word basis. This means that the sender and the receiver nodes do have a rendezvous in the CSP sense. Transputers and MPPAs in general require a rather restrictive mapping of processes and channels to processors and links. Among other restrictions, each link (often four for each node) is dedicated to one channel only. Using the same restriction for our architecture, a basic hardware network operation (one send or one receive) is enough to achieve the rendezvous behavior required by CSP. In fact, the sender and the receiver will be slightly out of phase (the receiver continues after an EOD flit, while the sender continues after the ACK to its EOD flit), by exactly K clock cycles, if there are K hops in between the receiver and sender (network distance).
Sharing processors and channels
Our intention is to allow both several processes to share the same processor and several channels to share the same slot. This allows more flexibility in mapping applications to our architecture. The real complications appear from channels in between different processes sharing the same slot. One idea would be to block any other outgoing communications as soon as a task needs to send (receive), until the other end is ready to receive (send), so as to achieve a true CSP rendezvous. It is essential to realize that the sender and receiver of the same channel must be selected for execution on the communicating nodes. Note that it is very possible that the sender (receiver) may block other processes from using the NoC for an indeterminate amount of time. This may lead to deadlocks or inefficient execution at best.
Another way, which we adopt herein, is to receive any incoming messages in a system task, but have the individual receiver acknowledge them explicitly through a message back to the sender (as depicted in Fig. 9 ). Senders in their turn, must await and receive this acknowledge. The physical medium is in this case not occupied waiting for a receiver to start receiving, allowing several virtual channels to communicate at the same time, in any order. The drawback is the need for the additional acknowledgement at message level. The rendezvous behavior is kept, while also allowing for better concurrency.
Implementation details
We have written a CSP Java library (11 classes currently) that implements channel communication as described above. It allows for different types of channels (local, NoC, and stream), and provides the same interface to all. Local channels are supposed to be used by processes running on the same processor. NoC channels Computing primes using Eratosthenes' sieve for various CMP configurations. 5 In fact deprecated, since in early versions it was used to signal which slots contain data that can be received. Along with a slot mask, this was initially intended for implementing Occam-like ALT and PRI ALT, but this functionally is better handled in software when multiple threads may share the same physical resources.
are supported through the NoC hardware, as a means of communication between processors on the same chip. Stream channels use the standard Java DataStream classes to implement CSP channels and are intended for off chip communication, such as TCP/IP or RS232. Regardless of the type, all the received messages are handled by the same message queue, which is a shared resource between all the processes and the system tasks listening to communication media (i.e. the NoC Listener in Fig. 9 ). Since channels are now bi-directional (the ACK message needs to get back to the sender 6 ), we assign a unique identifier to each channel end. Messages going through the channels are carrying the destination end identifier with them, so that they can be found in the common message queue. Setting up a channel requires creating two ends, one used to send (receive) the actual message and the other used to receive (send) the acknowledgement. Ends must be of appropriate type, depending on where the processes are located relative to each other.
An illustrative example of four processes executing on three processors, communicating through four channels of various types is shown in Fig. 10 . Channel 1 is a local channel, channels 2 and 3 are NoC mapped channels, while channel 4 is a stream channel. The red numbers represent the channel end identifiers.
Using Java threads as CSP processes is an obvious choice that we also adopt at this stage in our approach. In particular, on each processor in a CSP system, there is one Java thread per CSP process along with one listener thread for each shared communication media (one NoC listener, plus one listener per stream). Local channels do not require listeners. Compare this to JCSP networking, which requires more than six processes/threads [23] per channel.
Further development
The CSP library developed for JOP CMP is rather limited at this point, focusing on providing basic functionality. The intention is to make this more complete, to offer more support to the programmer. Typed channels are easy to introduce, by employing Java serialization or a JDO-like persistence [38] , over the existing channels. CSP constructs similar to the Occam ALT, PRI ALT, PAR, PRI PAR, although possible through regular Java constructs, will be added for better support.
Channel creation at this point requires exact knowledge of the location and type of channels. Additionally, processes are explicitly bound to processors by the programmer, just as in Transputer and MPPA programming approaches. Our intention is to build a source pre-processor that can merge processes, optimize the process to processor mapping and channel assignment, generating code that uses the CSP library.
Evaluation
The TDMA routers, switches, and NoC have been implemented in VHDL and tested separately before integrating them with the CMP. The critical path delay was kept under the delay in the JOP critical path, and synthesis results for full systems show no performance penalty in terms of clock speed.
Various JOP-based CMP systems were synthesized and tested on three different FPGA platforms, 3-core versions on the Jopdesign Cycore (Cyclone EP1C12, fast SRAM) and the Digilent Nexys2 boards, as well as up to 8-core versions on the Altera DE2-70 board. A summary of configurations employed for the experiments described in this paper is given in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the resource consumption of the component groups for a 4-core (4de2) and 8-core (8de2) versions on the Altera DE2-70 board. Note that the TDMA-based NoC consumes less than a single processor core, even for the 8-core system. Relative to the whole design the resource consumption is between 8.7% and 8.9%, for the 4-core and the 8-core systems respectively. Similar relative device utilization figures were observed on the two other FPGA platforms.
Resource consumption
The resource usage is smaller than in typical mesh networks. For instance, in Hermes [39] , a wormhole/packet switching NoC template, the switch uses 631 4LUTs and 200 FFs and the send/receive interface takes 193 LUTs and 233 FFs (4LUTs on Virtex2, buffer size of eight) for 8-bit flits. Compare these figures to the data for our router taking 450 LUTs and 176 FFs (4LUTs on Spartan3e) for five times larger flits of 40-bits in our case. 7 
Raw performance
In order to compare the performance of the CSP exchange via the NoC versus using the shared heap, we measured the time required to transfer data from one processor to another, using shared memory, short NoC packets (1 word/packet) and long NoC packets (100 words/packet) for a number of CMP configurations and FPGA platforms. The shared memory communication is performed via external, low latency SRAM and therefore not cached. The overhead of the CMP SRAM access comes from the time-predictable arbitration in a TDMA fashion. The same would be true if a shared cache needs to be accessed time-predictable. Fig. 11 shows the transfer time, in clock cycles, of 100 32-bit words between processors for the different configurations. On all of the boards used, the NoC-based communication is considerably faster than the shared memory approach. For instance, on the 3cyc configuration, communicating 100 words (1 word/packet) via NoC is 1.7 times faster than using the on-board fast SRAM memory. For the 8de2 configuration, due to the increase in number of cores that need to share the main memory, the speed-up is larger at 2.9. For the 3ne2 configuration, due to its slow pseudo SRAM-based main memory, the speed-up of the CSP communication is 3.3 for the 3-core setup. These figures increase to 3.8, 7.7 and 9.3 respectively, when long packets (100 words/packet) are used, since the header overhead is reduced.
Additionally, we also observed that the communication delay over the NoC scales linearly with the amount of data. Nevertheless, the size of the NoC seems to have almost no effect on the communication delay. We observed a similar behavior when looking at switched dual ring NoCs in 3-core CMP, where both intra-ring and inter-ring communications are similar in performance to single ring NoC.
In both cases, this effect comes from to the minimal increase (a few clock cycles) in the network latency, which remains unnoticeable due to buffering and relatively slow processors. For larger systems, the network latency may however increase to the point where it may have a noticeable effect.
Application performance
To gather further insight into the performance impact of the onchip communication we have created a micro benchmark and adapted an embedded benchmark.
The micro benchmark calculates prime numbers with a distributed version of Eratosthenes' sieve algorithm. One processor generates the input (increasing numbers), while the rest receive numbers and forward them to the next processor only when they are not multiples of a prime. Ideally each processor would wait for numbers, and as soon as one receives the first number (which is unfiltered by the previous processors, meaning it is prime) it starts acting as a filter. Naturally, the number of processors is limited, and therefore in our implementation each of the N processors holds a list of every Nth prime, acting as an overlap of single filters (one for each time a number comes around). Execution times (clock cycles) for computing the first 60 and first 160 primes for few configurations are depicted in Fig. 12 . For these experiments we used core local memory (SPM) for computations and shared memory (sh mem) or NoC (NoC) to forward candidate numbers between processors. From the figures we observe that as the shared memory latency and the amount of data increase, so does the speed-up obtained from using the NoC versus shared memory.
As a more realistic benchmark we have looked at the AES benchmark from the embedded Java benchmark suit JemBench [40] . AES is a pipelined application that generates data, encrypts the data, decrypts it again, and checks the output for correctness. The original benchmark uses a non-blocking queue of buffers for the exchange of data. In order to explore the full benefit from the fast on-chip communication we adapted the benchmark to use the core local memories. Additionally, to make a fair comparison, we also adapted the original shared memory version to use core local memories for the local computations. We carried out experiments with AES on the 8-core 8de2 configuration, where each stage runs on its own processor, and on a 3-core 3ne2 configuration, where data generation and the check for correctness are carried out together on one processor, while encryption and decryption are separately assigned to the remaining processors.
The measurements on the 8de2 do not show any significant speed-up, while the 3ne2 show a decrease in computational speed for the NoC/CSP version. This is however not unexpected, as AES is a benchmark that would benefit from executing computation and communication in parallel, which is not the model of computation of CSP. For this kind of pipelined computation CSP may in fact introduce unwanted synchronization, leading to performance loss. However, note that CSP is a cleaner abstraction for concurrent programming and the performance is on par with the original more ad hoc parallel implementation. From that experiment we conclude that we shall explore additional models of computation, such as synchronous data-flow (SDF), which need additional software implementation. The hardware NoC implementation can be used for SDF.
Conclusion
We have presented a hardware support for a CSP implementation on a embedded Java CMP. The on-chip communication channels are introduced in order to reduce the bandwidth pressure on the shared memory. Our solution is specific for systems with limited resources and real-time requirements. Ring-based networkson-chip along with scratch-pad memories are used to implement fast and time predictable communication between processors. Both single and multi-ring networks are feasible using the routers and switches introduced in this paper.
The concept was tested on CMP with different configurations, from three to eight JOP processors, implemented on three different prototyping boards, with both Altera (EP1C12, EP2C70) and Xilinx (XC3S1200e) FPGAs. Synthesis results show that the device area overhead for introducing a NoC is in the 9% range, without any performance penalty. Measurements of the raw speed-up obtained using the NoC versus shared memory to transfer data between processors are between 1.7 and 9.3 depending on the packet size and the shared memory latency. When it comes to application speedup, there is a large variation in behavior for different applications, depending on the type of processing involved. In the worst case, the tight synchronization required by the CSP programming model may hurt applications that are better suited for SDF-like processing (e.g., pipelined computations). To conclude, only certain applications can benefit from using the CSP approach from the performance point of view.
In future work we intend to explore many-core systems in a large FPGA with use the multi-ring architectures. We expect that the main challenge is the partitioning of the application on this system.
The whole design is provided under the GNU GPL open-source license to support future research on the topic of hardware support for CSP style on-chip communication.
Source access
The source files for the hardware and software used in this paper can be found in the JOP archive. The download procedure is described at http://www.jopwiki.com/Download. Follow the make instructions to obtain the automatically generated vhdl modules required. Relative to the archive root, the Altera top level VHDL modules for the Cycore board and the DE2-70 are located in vhdl/paper/csp, while the Xilinx ISE 12.2 project for Digilent Nexys2 board is located in vhdl/paper/nexys2_csp. Synthesize and download the hardware using the appropriate tools for your board. The software support for CSP is located in the java/target/src/ paper/csp directory.
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